POLAR SWITCHES
CS-500 Polar Cut Switch.

This switch ﬁts most Polar paper cutters built before approximately 1985.
(027293) This is an aftermarket switch which is a direct replacement for most 4 pin and 5 pin cut switches.
The switch and connector cable are pre-wored for a direct replacement. The face measures 127 mm (5”) wide
by 94mm (3.688”) tall. The 5mm diameter mounting holes in the face are 103mm (4.062”) apart. Also
interchanges with 010053, 010054, 010055, 015105, 015098, 015237, 027293, 014755, 014222, 017325 and
others.

CS-548 Polar Cut Switch.

(Equivalent to Polar 033678). This is used on most Polar cutters buit after
approximately 1984. Used on all Polar model S, E, ED, X and XT paper cutters. It ﬁts the Polar 58 E, 78 E, 78
ED, 78 X, 78 XT, 92 S, 92 E, 92 ED, 92 X, 92 XT, 115 S, 115 E, 115 X, 115 XT, 137 X, 137 E, 137 ED, 137 X, 137 XT, 155 E,
155 X, 155 XT, 176 E, 176 ED, 176 X and 176 XT cutters. This is made in the USA and is a direct replacement to
the original. The switch and connector cable are pre-wired for a direct replacement. The internal switch
componenents are EATON. The face measures 126mm (4.938”) wide by 75mm (2.938”) tall. The 5mm mounting
holes in the face are 105mm (4.125”) apart.

CS-490 Polar Cut Switch. This switch ﬁts the Polar 55, Polar 58 E and 58 EM models. (027291) Its face plate
is shorter (top to bottom) then on many of the other Polar cut switches. This is an aftermarket switch which is
a direct replacement. The switch and connector cable are pre-wired. The face measures 126mm (4.938”)
wide by 76mm (3”) tall. The 5mm diameter mounting holes are 104mm (4.125”) apart.
CS-572 Polar Cut Switch. This cut button is used on the front of the table on all sizes of Polar N, Polar N+,
Polar N Pro HD and Polar N AT HD paper cutters. (Replaces Polar part # 064815 ZA3.064815). This is an
aftermarket switch, made in the USA, which is a direct replacement for the original. The 4 connector pins are
gold plated for long life. The switch and connector cable are pre-wired for a direct replacement. The internal
switch components are Eaton M22 modular switch assembly. The face of the switch measures 126mm (4.938”)
wide by 75mm (2.938”) tall. The 5mm diameter mounting holes in the face are 105mm (4.125”) apart.
M535 Toggle Switch for Polar Cutter Cut Line.

Toggle Switch to switch from cut line light to the table light
on Polar paper cutters. This is a direct replacement for the original Marquardt toggle switch #0175.0101,
which is no longer available. Equivalent to the original Polar part number 210284. Rated for 15A at 250 volt.

M627 Knob Stem for Polar Main Power Switch. Fits Polar 227128. This plastic pin ﬁts the Eaton main power
switch on all Polar cutters built after 2004. It goes between the switch body and knob.

M629 Encoder for Backgauge, ﬁts Polar 66, 250585A. This rotary encoder or rotary impulse generator is
mounting on the control panel of the Polar 66 paper cutters. It is used to control the back gauge on these
cutters. Made in Germany. Original Polar part number is 250585 or 250585A.
M540 Micro Switch for Polar Backgauge. They Honeywell Micro Switch is for the Polar clamp top position
(229321) and the backgauge front and rear limit position. Direct replacement for the original Burgess
GVTFYR switches which are no longer availabe. Equivalent to Polar part number 211829 and 210413. This is
also a direct replacement for the Miltac SAIA 209 XGK2 switch used on the hand ﬁne adjustment on some
Polar cutters. Original Polar part number 213127. Also a direct replacement for the Hartmann Series F66
switch used insde some of the very early Polar cut buttons.
M542 Polar Cutter Backgauge Micro Switch.

Honeywell Micro Switch for the Polar paper cutter clamp
top position and for the backgauge front and rear limit position. This is a direct replacement for the
original Burgess GVTFYR switches which are no longer availabe. Equivalent to the original Polar part
number 211829 and 210413.
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